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GLOBAL CANNABIS APPLICATIONS CORP
Better Patient Outcomes = Medical Cannabis Growth
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FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS

Forward-looking Information is generally
identifiably the use of the words:
“believes”, “may”, “plans”, “will”, “can”
“anticipates”,
“intends”,
“budgets”,
“could”,
“estimates”,
“expects”,
“forecasts”, “projects”
and similar expressions, and the negatives
of such expressions.
Forward-looking Information in this
Presentation includes, but is not limited to,
statements concerning economic trends,
the size of the market, the timing and
scope of Global Cannabis Applications
capital expenditures, the anticipated use
of proceeds, financial forecasts, and the
proposed ownership allocation.
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Global Cannabis Applications has based this Forwardlooking Information on factors and assumptions about
future events and financial trends that it believe may
affect its financial condition, results of operations,
business strategy and financial needs, including the
ability of Global Cannabis Applications to generate
cash flow from operations and obtain necessary
financing on acceptable terms, general economic,
financial market, regulatory and political conditions in
which Global Cannabis Applications
operates,
consumer interest in Global Cannabis Applications
products, competitions, anticipated costs, government
regulation of Global Cannabis Applications activities
and products and in areas of taxation and
environmental protection, the timely receipt of any
required regulatory approvals, and Global Cannabis
Applications ability to obtain qualified staff, equipment
and services in a timely and cost efficient manner.

This Presentation (together with any supplements and
any other information that may be furnished to
prospective
investors
by
Global
Cannabis
Applications Corp. (“Global Cannabis” or “Global
Cannabis Applications”) contains “forward-looking
statements” or “forward-looking information” within
the meaning of applicable securities laws (collectively
“Forward-looking Information”).
While Global Cannabis Applications considers these
assumptions to be reasonable, these assumptions are
inherently subject to significant uncertainties and
contingencies. Additionally, there are known and
unknown risk factors which could cause Global Cannabis
Applications actual results, performance or
achievements to be materially different from any future
results, performance or achievements expressed or
implied by the forward-looking information contained
herein. Known risk factors include, among others,
regulatory risks, the lack of a public market for the
securities of Global Cannabis Applications, the limited
operating history and financial track record of Global
Cannabis Applications and the uncertainty as to
revenues, reliance on key personnel, product liability,
unfavorable publicity, management of growth and the
difficulty in forecasting. Additionally, letter of intent for
acquisitions that Global Cannabis has entered into may not
be consummated or consummated on the terms disclosed
by Global Cannabis. In the event that the letters of intent
are not completed, or definitive agreements are not
entered into Global Cannabis may not achieve the results
that it is forecasting or the operating results that
management believes are attainable in the event that the
letters of intent are consummated.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Current approval processes for medical treatments generally starts with a formulation of elements. The objective of any clinical study is to ensure
efficacy, and safety, within a fixed sampling size. However as cannabis is a plant, and each plant is unique, the challenges have been in ensuring
that each gram tested ,and subsequently used, would provide a consistent result. In response to these challenges, GCAC has developed a patent
pending data model called , Seed to Seed. Our goal is to become the largest medical cannabis efficacy database globally.
Our approach is to measure an individual’s unique treatment experience on a per dosage basis. By digitally measuring both the biometric &
anecdotal feedback and comparing that to others using the same or similar products on a large scale, GCAC can provide an averaged efficacy
rating for the treatment used. This is accomplished through a proprietary system of mobile applications, heart monitoring biometrics, Artificial
Intelligence/machine learning and blockchain technologies. When integrated with seed to sale solutions, GCAC technology will be able to
recommend “how to treat ailment X with product Y at a given point in time under a set of circumstances”. By securing this information so that it is
EU GDPR complaint, our data outputs provide a reasonable efficacy based recommendation that can be trusted by all canna stakeholders.
As we need to collect data from a large number of users, our customer aggregation strategy is based on rewarding cannabis patients for their
inputs with a digital loyalty program and then connecting them with a retailer via technology. This program results in happier customers using
better products more often from trusted product sellers. The more data collected results in larger sales for GCAC, both in the short and long term.
At the center of the loyalty program is GCAC’s own asset backed digital coin. Designed by some of the world’s leading digital coin innovators,
our cannabis coin is designed to provide a non speculative currency for transactions with no fees to hinder adoption by all parties. Our cost of
customer acquisition is modest by providing our coin and technology stack to lower barriers of entry for many cannabis producers, with existing
customers, into the lucrative EU markets.
GCAC is leading the charge to create the much needed smart data to grow the medical cannabis industry. In the last 2.5 years we have invested
$4.5M+ in technology development, partnerships, acquisitions and patent filings. In the next coming 2 years we will focus on acquiring 464,510
technology app users with a 2 year LTV of $180/achieve to achieve our revenue goals with the first revenue being recognized within 4 months.
With projected margins of 80+%, substantial cash reserves we believe that company can achieve a multiple of 3.5-4 X EBITDA by September 2022.
Brad Moore, CEO Global Cannabis Applications Corp.
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MARKET VALUE : CLINICAL CANNABIS DATA
•

The Global Medical Marijuana Market is estimated to reach USD 148.35 Billion by 2026*

•

Marijuana is used for treating chronic pain that affects millions of people each year across the globe, thus
increasing the demand for the product as a treatment procedure for medical conditions

+

+

Pharma recognizes the EU as the fast growing and lucrative but one of the most heavily regulated medical
cannabis markets in the world.
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*Reports and Data

MARKET VALUE : CLINICAL CANNABIS DATA
Increasing research and development activities by biopharma and pharma companies
is one of the key trends in this escalating market growth.
• 564* – # of clinical medical cannabis trials globally
• 17 – # of clinical trials investigating efficacy of cannabis
medication efficacy.
• 20,000 - # of patients being supplied medical cannabis
Project Twenty21medical cannabis program

& cannabinoid
in the UK’s

• 5 - # of years of Ireland’s legislation approved
a limited medical cannabis trial program
• 2 - # of years France’s Assemblée Nationale authorized
cannabis
• 23.2% - CAGR growth of global analytics as a service
reaching USD $12.1 billion by 2024
• USD 5.6 billion – estimated size of eClinical solutions 2019 market
a further 13.8% over the forecast period
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trial of medical
market
size , growing

*U.S. National Library of Medicine and Prohibition Partners

OPPORTUNITY: CONSUMER CANNABIS DATA
Lack of of empirical data restricts regulators from writing meaningful legislation regarding cultivation, medical
guidelines and consumer awareness. To date this has restricted potential explosive growth and revenues.

Growers, Producers & Sellers
➢The cannabis plant is difficult
to produce with repeatable
results
➢Growers do not own the enduser so efficacy feedback
from consumers is limited
➢Regulatory demands for
compliance certification adds
to cost of production

Regulators
➢Because cannabis as a plant it
is difficult to apply standard
FDA-type clinical approval
processes
➢There is no effective
mechanism for collecting and
analyzing patient data
➢Growing standards varying, for
example tobacco has more

Doctors and Patients
➢No government guidelines for
writing prescriptions
➢Minimal product info with only CBD
& THC percentages listed on
products
➢General confusion about the
product and its active
pharmaceutical ingredients
➢Most information is anecdotal and
general at best

GCAC will aggregate the usage data of 100k’s of cannabis consumers through the use of advanced
technologies and provide those answers to industry stakeholders.
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SOLUTION: PATENTED EFFICACY & TRACEABILITY
In December 2019, GCAC filed a patent with the US patent office for “System of processing and tracking
cannabis products and associated method use blockchain”.
GCAC’s patent is defined “as the process for determining the averaged efficacy of a consumed gram of
medical cannabis (or CBD) for the treatment of a specific ailment through the use of an Artificial Intelligence
algorithm, which is then stored on an immutable blockchain with the specific growing data of that gram”
Our approach enables us to:
✓ Analyze data to identify the optimal product selection
for symptom treatment – Pain to Strain.
GACP GROW
DATA

CONSUMER TREATMENT
FEEDBACK DATA

✓ Track all data points from grow to sale associated with
that product and back – Seed to Seed.
✓ Build the world’s largest ongoing user-empirical based
study to advance the use of medical cannabis as an
alternative to opioids.

GCAC’s process patent covers the generation of data driven reports to meet growing compliance
regulations in the EU and most global regulated jurisdictions.
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SOLUTION: DATA ENGINE
At the core of GCAC’s patent are five interlocking technologies that track, record, correlate and store
the patient surveillance & GACP* growing data of each gram.
•

Our AI technology analyzes any and
all data points given to it. This
information is aggregated with its
corresponding unique identifier to
provide cross referenced data
matching and analytical results.

•

Each output is is stored on our
proprietary permissioned blockchain
and updated in real time to all
stakeholders.

•

Our entire solution is fully compliant
with all GDPR and HIPPA standards.

Designed to build trust, Citizen Green Technologies are safe, secure and easy to use.
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*Good Agricultural and Collection Practices (GACP) for Medicinal Plants

Our User Interfaces
SOLUTION:
CG TECHNOLOGY COMPONENTS
All Citizen Green Technologies are built in Israel, a renowned leader in medical cannabis and
information technology.
Our proprietary layered blockchain technology stack allows new best of breed technologies to be
seamlessly added for growth (e.g. The Apple Watch cleared as an FDA Class 2 Medical Device*) and
the creation of further technology patents.
Prescriptii Retail
- Pain to Strain
- Market Trends
- Comparison Reports
Patented proprietary tech

Seed to Sale Integration
API-based integration to the leading
software providers.
Full integration with CG blockchain

Web App: React.js
Backend:
AWS Serverless & Node.js

Onward Rewards
• Patients earn coins for participation
• Retailers use coins to increase loyalty
ICGC earned=$1 redemption
Crypto rewards coin: Ethereum based

Prescriptii Patient App
- Efficacy monitoring
- Personal planner
- Recommendation engine
- Wallet
18+ clinical study questions asked/session

CG biometric sensor devices
Measuring:
1.Heart Rate
2.Heart Rate Variability (RR)
3.ECG
4.Pedometer
5.Calories
6.Respiratory Rate
5,400 data points / 1 gram consumed
Sensors: PPG, ECG, Accelerometers

Mobile application: Flutter 1.2
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*Source
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SOLUTION: CITIZEN GREEN COIN
The Citizen Green Coin, CGC, is a digital cannabis currency using a stable coin model. Utilized by
consumers, retailers and product producers CGCs will drive connectivity and loyalty in the product –
consumer value chain resulting in greater sellable consumer data inputs for GCAC from all users.

The Citizen Green Onwards Rewards

1 CGC = $1

Retailers reward their customers with CGC
through promotions, giveaways, and etc.

Through the Prescriptii Patient Care solution
consumers earn CGC for data inputs and retailers
redeem those earned CGC for product discounts.
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Citizen Green Coin (CGC)

SOLUTION: ONWARD REWARDS PROGRAM
Consumers can earn redeemable CGC from GCAC by using the Prescriptii app. Retailers can redeem
these awards for up to 33% of a consumer’s annual cannabis consumption and reuse the same CGC
to drive more sales from existing customers.
Distribution*

Coin purchase

Loyalty
Reserve

$
$

Retailer 1

Retailers

Redemption**

* Sample Distribution:

** Sample Redemption:

Customer 1 receives 15 CGC for becoming a new client with retailer

Customer 1 redeems 10 CGC with retailer 1 for a discount on price of next purchase

Customer 2 receives 25 CGC for a promotion by retailer on specific product

Customer 2 and 3 hold their coins as they would like to accumulate

Customer 3 receives 35 CGC for spending x amount of dollars within retailer

Customer 4 wants to spend 15 CGC at retailer 2

Customer 4 receives 25 CGC for referring a new client the retailer

OnWard Loyalty is easy to use for both retailers and consumers with no transaction fees.
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REVENUE STREAMS: CONNECTED COMMUNITY
Citizen Green Technologies are at the center of an economy of like-minded cannabis companies
who use GCAC data sets to grow their revenues and increase their markets.
GCAC revenues are generated
through 3 streams (in order):
Patients
& Doctors
Research

Distribution

-

Selling of cannabis data
➢ 2 year revenue = $61.8M

-

Licensing of Citizen Green Prescriptii
Patient Care solution
➢ 2 year revenue = $15.5M

-

Revenue split w/ Seed to Sale
➢ 2 year revenue = $4.7M

-

Cannabis crowdfunding program
➢ 2 year revenue = $1.88M

CITIZEN GREEN
TECHNOLOGY Growing
Certification

Production

GCAC 2 years consumer acquisition and data sales efforts will focus on the EU (Spain, Germany,
Italy, Switzerland and Poland) to generated $83.8M of revenue.
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REVENUE: SALES OF DATA
By September 2022, GCAC’s cannabis aggregated data sets from its 465K app consumers will yield revenues
of $180/consumer at a direct acquisition cost of $9/consumers*. Data customers are already identified
industry stakeholders including Pharma, cannabis consumer brands, and Investment Funds managers.

Features
-

167 bn consumer data points by Sept 2022
GACP, EU GMP compliant data
Algorithmic analysis output data
Product efficacy data
Customizable reports

Benefits
- Validation of existing investments
- Operations best practice assessment of
potential investments
- Identification of operations with the
highest probability of profit
- Aggregated raw data
- Evolving data set, non static
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*GCAC will spend $15/consumer to acquire 288K out of the 465K consumers

REVENUE: PRESCRIPTII PATIENT CARE SOLUTION
An integrated retail - patient solution which generates product recommendations, tracks user treatment
progress, and optimizes a retailer’s marketing and inventory management. E-wallets connect retailer and
consumer, allowing for the transfer of CGC’s from the Onwards Loyalty program creating further seller ROI.
Retailer Platform

Features:
•
•
•
•

Pain to Strain AI engine
Treatment efficacy tracking & reports
Onwards Loyalty Rewards Program
Business optimization modules

Benefits:
Consumer Applications

Loyalty

•
•

Maximizes patient experience, creates higher spend/consumer
Loyalty programs decrease customer churn, increase margins

•
•

Data driven intelligence optimizes business efficiency
Earn additional revenues by selling proprietary reports

Data

Freemium & Premium subscriptions for individual store fronts.
Enterprise solutions include a turnkey tailored solution with private blockchain for multi store fronts.
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REVENUE: CANNABIS CROWDFUNDING PARTNERSHIPS
GCAC will work with leading crowdfunding platforms to provide much need funding for complaint cannabis
grow companies using its blockchain and algorithm technologies provide powered tools on the platform to
assist companies and traders alike.
990

990

Joins and pays $1,000

Investor 1

891
1
0

240

$ 990

Launchpad
Reserve

for Investor
$1 990

$

fee

The Reserve sends $891 back to
GCAC

$ 891
9 $
9

750
GCAC pays Co.1 for redeemed CGC $

99

207

4% fee for deducted for redemption

The Reserve sends the fees in $ back to GCAC

Fees earned from use of CGC•

1% fee for CGC purchased
by investors

•

4% fee for CGC redeemed
by companies.

•

Companies also pay a 10%
fee in CGC for services
rendered by GCAC (such as
facilitating an investment).

GCAC pays Co.2 for redeemed CGC $ 648

Company 1

Co.2 redeems

Company 2
75
24

675

10% fee for services rendered

10% fee for services rendered
Co.1 redeems 216

GCAC sends the CGC fees collected to the reserve
GCAC sends the CGC redeemed

By targeting existing growers, GCAC will capture more Prescriptii customers, both consumers & retailers, and
build our efficacy database – driving more data sales.
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REVENUE: SEED TO SALE PARTNERSHIPS
By connecting through a proprietary API to its blockchain, GCAC is partnering with best in class Seed to Sale
providers, providing medical cannabis growers a full loop data reporting from track & trace of products, all
the way through to consumer feedback. Growing data enhances the dollar value of GCAC’s sellable data.

The result is a gram by gram efficacy system for growers that meets all the regulator import requirements,
adds greater value to retailers selling their products and builds confidence with consumers.
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REVENUE FORECAST
Protected by process & technologies patents, GCAC will have built the world’s largest & most
comprehensive medical cannabis database, creating a unique opportunity for an acquisition.

465K
$57,623,290

$76.5M

$1,350,939

-

Every new patient
onboarded adds
new data sets, solves
more problems,
drives more sales

-

GCAC will earn
$180/patient in
sellable data by Sept
2022

-

YR 2 EBITA: 80% +.
Growing as brand
awareness increases.

$3,571,200
$13,924,790

$4,173,928
$130,319
$71,487
$129,038
$0

55K

$1,125,300
$1,599,375
$7.4M

$330K

3K
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FINANCIAL PLAN
Step 1:

Raise capital of $1M through equity/ convertible loan and warrant sales in July-November 2020 to
launch the partnerships, create CGC treasury and acquire first consumers in Spain and Germany.
$130,319 data sales by EOY 2020.

Step 2:

September 2021 - grow consumer base in Spain and Germany to 54K+ .
Report Year 1 revenues $7.4M ($4.17M+ data sales, $1.599M Premium & Enterprise sale, $529K+
$1.125 Seed to Sale revenues )

Step 3:

September 2022 - 464,510 total data providing consumers, 134 arrogate paid subscriptions
(Premium & Enterprise). Reported Year 2 revenues $76.5M (total 2 year aggregate $83.8M).
Explore expansion and acquisitions opportunities in Italy, Switzerland, Poland and the USA
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KEY POINTS

Launch
Technology

First Data Sales

14 Subscription
accts. won

Acquire 100K
consumers

$83.8M
total revenues

Q3 2021

Q2 2022

Q3 2022

$
Q3 2020
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Q4 2020

1Q

USE OF PROCEEDS

3Q

9Mnts

Jul-Sep 20

Oct-Dec 20

Jan-Mar 21

$43K

$288K

$963K

$850K
$893K

$150K
$438K

$963K

$1.294M
$1M
$2.294m

Total Expenses

$722K

$399K

$581K

$1.702M

Operational
Requirements

$274K

$212K

$370K

$856K

Consumer Acquisition

$28K

$27K

$91K

$147K

Technology

$420K

$160K

$120K

$700K

Revenue
Investment
Total Cash-in
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TEAM
BRAD MOORE
CEO & Director

DARREN FRANCESCHINI
Technology Lead

RYAN GIBSON
Capital Markets

20 years of practical business leadership experience
with Fortune 500 companies.
Strong background with internet-based start-up
corporations. Proven track record restructuring and
developing early-stage businesses.
Holds an MBA from Royal Roads University.

Darren has been in the fintech and blockchain
space for nearly a decade. He has consulted over
100 start-ups as well as major financial institutions on
blockchain. He has spoken at over 90 events and is a
mentor to new projects.

Ryan Gibson has been involved with listing directly
over 800 companies on stock exchanges globally,
and dual listing another 3000 . Ryan has completed
over 400 business sales and mergers from mining,
cannabis, IT, nanotechnology, energy, financial
services and more. He has been worked on cannabis
policies with various African countries.

ALEXANDER HELMEL
CFO & Director

DAVID CEBER
Strategic Initiatives

ADOLFO GONZALES
Medical Cannabis Advocate

14 years of experience in the Canadian capital
markets. Over 20 years within the Information
Technology sector. Specializes in developing corporate
growth strategies, building senior management teams,
and developing corporate assets. Intimate knowledge
of internal control strategies and corporate
governance guidelines. BSc (Mathematics), Certified
Information Systems Auditor (CISA) 2006.

David has over 20 years of operational experience
running multi million-dollar operations. With a history of
solving complex operational problems David brings the
ability to find solutions we no doubt will encounter in the
implementation of our vertical integration strategy.

Sought after practitioner, author and advocate of
medical cannabis. Created the Cann Help Deck
from ten plus years of data aggregated from medical
cannabis users.

HANAN GELBENDORF
CMO

JEFFREY HAYZLETT
Director

Over 20 years of global marketing experience, in
agency and corporate America. Proven record of
delivering results for early stage businesses and
established F500 companies. Specializes in Leading all
the aspects and processes of marketing. Holds an
MBA from the Smeal College of Management at PSU.
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Chairman of C-Suite Network, home of the world’s
most trusted network of C-Suite leaders, and a
notable media personality. CEO of The Hayzlett
Group. TV & Radio host, Bloomberg Television & CBS
Radio. Global CMO at Eastman Kodak.

ANASTASIJA PLONIKOVA
Advisor Europe
Has worked for the EU institutions and international
companies. Advises national and the EU officials
on cryptocurrency and blockchain regulatory
adoption and use cases. Assisted in the different
ICO fundraising campaigns and business
development.

CAPITALIZATION STRUCTURE
GCAC is listed on the CSE Market where other cannabis-related companies continue to lead investment activity.

Head office
Satellite offices

Vancouver, BC
Israel, Lithuania, Australia

CSE

APP

FSE

2FA

OTCQB

FUAPF

Shares issued

114,712,001

Warrants & Options

46,739,679

Recent price
Market capitalization
Avr. daily volume 3 mths

$0.026
$2,982,512
132,905

✓ A true medical cannabis data company using one of a
kind technology with a 360 degrees approach to full
spectrum data gathering and analysis
✓ Creating a long-term value chain by focusing on
patient outcomes and helping the industry offer better
& higher margin products
✓ A fully scalable patented model that has no
technology limitations and meets all known regulatory
requirements
✓ Realistic revenues based on the previous value
associated with sale of limited data sets to growers and
sellers

Owning a share in GCAC is owning a share in the future of Medical Cannabis data to help grow
the acceptance of the use of medical cannabis around the world.
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Brad Moore
bmoore@cannappscorp.com
+1 514 561 9091

Better Patient Outcomes
Cannabis Business Growth

Suite 830, 1100 Melville Street
Vancouver, British Columbia, V6E 4A6
info@cannappscorp.com
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